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LISTI
4 ENTOMBED. Treasure, mysterious
secrets and nasty surprises await you
in the twilight world of Ultimate's
Entombed.
6 KNIGHT LORE. Find the wizard
Melkhior and help -the explorer be
cured of the werewolf curse. Another
Ulitmate classic.
8 DUN DARACH. Rescue Loeg from the
clutches of the evil Skar. But you'll
need this map of Gargoyle's fable city
of Dun Darach.
10 HERBERT'S DUMMY RUN. What's in
store for Mikro-Gen's Wally baby as he
gets lost in a super shop.
12 M.U.D. A whole new experience in
adventure games. British Telecom
brings you a whole new experience in
inter-active adventure games.
14 IMPOSSIBLE MISSION. Find the
mad professor before he destroys the
world. This map should help you
conquer this brilliant game.
16 JET SET WILLY II. A room with a
view - at least 135 of them. Help's at
hand to beat Software Proiect's
brain-teaser.
18 ALIEN 8. A screen·by·screen break·
down of Ultimate's chart-topping 30
maze game.
20 GATES OF DAWN. Step over the
threshold into Virgin's 64 screen
dream world.
22 NODES OF YESOD. Escape the
monsters in Odin's space puzzle.

ENTOMBED
ROOM 1
Thos os the tan and also the way out after all the scroll s
have been coll ected To get out of the room you must
1ump on front of th!' eye on the left hand side of the
screen
ROOM 2
Here you fond the whop Jump over the boulders to get
toot
ROOM J
A sp ider guards the way Run under ot Simple eh'
ROOM 4
Scrol l one ca n be found here. It reads " Woth your whop
a note shall chime and you woll find a loght to shine."
ROOM 5
A moose head guards the way ahead To pass. whop the
left sode of the head untol you are free to pass
ROOM 6
Here you find the odol
ROOM 7
A statue guards the way You cannot pass un less you have
the odol

Ultimate's Entombed is making a lot of gamesters feel trapped.
It features the adventures of Sir Arthur Pendragon, an archaeologist exploring a labyrinth of
connecting underground chambers, stuffed with treasure, secrets and some very nasty surprises.
In all there are 22 rooms and eight scrolls to be found.

ROOM 10
The ghosts woll harm you unless you have the bowl of
fru ot The Book of the Dead os here
ROOM 11
A boulder blocks the way To move 1t 1ump past the eye.
ROOM 12
The torch ca n be found here. Whip each scarab on the
following order. - yellow. blue. grey, green. white

ROOM 13
The fi rst dark room. The torch may help. Scroll five is
here and reads: " Move the pots and ye sha lt fi nd the
statue with the clue behind:'
ROOM 14
The three lava pools gua rd the way ahead. White tu rn s
you invisible, yellow makes you visible and red will do
you harm unless used correct ly. Step in them in the
fol lowing order - yellow, white, red. ye llow, white. You
are now free to pass.

®

ROOM 8
Here you w ill see a sun and moon. Catch the stars
dropped by the bird by jumping up at them as they fa ll
Place each one in the pot by the eye Scrol l two os here
and reads. " To free the mummy from ots curse fond the
knot of Isis first "
ROOM 9
Fond Scrol l three It reads. "A room of pools ye shalt get
passed when each 1n order stand thee hast "

ROOM 15
Another da rk room It contains Scroll six: " There's a room
thou ca nst see unti l all scro ll s are with thee:'
ROOM 16
The Knot· of Isis is here. Knock the two jars off their
shelves.
ROOM 17
Find the scrol l. It reads: " the cobra guards the way ahead
but it doth fea r a book that's dead'.' In th is room you turn
invisib le. Watch you r air Go to room 18.
ROOM 18
A bowl of fruit is here. The mu mmy w ill not let you pass
until you have the bow l and the Knot of Isis.
ROOM 19
A cobra gua rds the way unl ess you have the Book of the
Dead
ROOM 20
The last dark room Scroll 7 reads: " Osi ris wil l not let you
past until the Scro ll of Thoth one hast:'
ROOM 21
Here you' ll find many extra lives. Be carefu l and be quick.
Knock the boulder onto the green plat fo rm. Open the
chest and knock the bou lder off the green platform.
Bewa re of the green crocod ile.
ROOM 22
This is the hidden screen which can not be fou nd until
all the other scroll s have been found Push three bou lders
ill:l.EI the water to sink the boat which contains the Scroll
,__, ._ _., o~ hot h. Watch out for lightening bo lts Travel back to
room one where the way out can be found

The basic object of Dun Darach by Gargoyle Games Is
for Cuchulalnn the Great to rescue his faithful
charioteer, Loeg, from the clutches of the evil Skar.
But there are several secondary quests to be dealt
with before you can even think about saving Loeg.
There are 11 other characters, each with their own
personalities, who Cuchulalnn will come across In his
wanderings around this strange city.
This map and the keys to the various areas of the
city should help you to complete your quest.
Mead Square
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Hint: There Is a secret doorway.
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3 Door
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8 Broker
9 Door
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58 Apothecary
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HERBERT'S DUMMY RUN
10 REPAIR THE lORCH

ESPITE being the third game to use the Pnamarama style Herbert's Dummy Run is sull great fun to play. In my
opinion 1t has the most difficult problems yet devised One of the most 1mportam things to remember 1n this game is that
it is next to 1mposs1ble to obtain extra lives To finish the game would take a good player
sorry. a GREAT player - at
lease one hour. You can't afford to waste energy compleung any one task, since there are so many others. Practice is the only answer!
10 GET PAST THE DALEK SCREEN ·
Go to the Cafe, take the honey-pot. Go to the Furniture & Vacuum cleaners Dept. and take the box key. Return to the Toy Dept
and 1ump onto the box . You'll discover that the box is a Jack-in-the-box. As 1t opens 1t hurls Herbert onto the top shelf. Swop
the honeypot for the Teddy-Bear and 1ump down . Go outside the store. take the rope
You should now be carrying the TEDDY BEAR and the ROPE . Go to the Dalek screen . While you fight to stay alive, the Teddy
will slowly go across the screen to the right-hand side Once he has reached the door and disappeared. you can go to that right-hand
Side Once he has reached the door and disappeared. you can go to that door You will find yourself 1n the Clothing Dept. (Menswear).
Although you can see part of the storeroom to your nght. Go to the end of the rope which is hanging from the ceiling, and you
will drop the rope you are carrying The rope will now be threaded down to the Sw1mm1ng Pool Dept . and can be climbed to get
the duck
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....-----~Garden Dept.

4th Floor

You will find the torch m the Beds Bedroom Furnishings Dept.
Go to the Lightning Dept, pick up the bulb. ThlS mends the
torch, which IS used to see 1n the Shoot1ng Gallery.
10 GET PAST THE TIN SOLDIERS (CASTLE)
Get the pop gun (Sports Dept). go to the wine cellar Take
the cork and the pop gun will be loaded . With the loaded pop
gun you can safely pass the soldiers and enter the castle. Once
on the castle roof, swop the pop gun for the nag - which
" for the top of the sandcastle, no doubt'
10 GET INlO THE LOST FOUND DEPT
Play the Breakout game until you have cleared all the blocks
The glove will fall. and once you pick 1t up go to the
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Coin Slot

START

Ropes Dept.

Cabinets. Paintings Dept. and you can pass through the door
with the hand on It . HAN D-LE. Gedd1t'!
GEN ERAL TIPS
I suspect that the rubber duck above the pool. lowered when
the rope is in place. is for croSSJng the moat onto the sandcasde
(Seaside Dept) but as yet I haven't managed to get it. I also
think that the stones on the sandcastle are tP load the catapult.
which in turn IS probably for the shooting gallery One thing
Melissa would most certainly like to know. is how on earth do
you get the IOp into the coin slot1 Any ideas•
AONGHUS DE BARRA
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.U.D.

What Is M.U.D. and why are we showing you a map
of It? It's not strictly a regular computer game. I
mean, you Just can't slap a tape Into your cassette
player and start playing M.U.D. That's because It's
a Interactive modem linked game. Multi User
Dungeon Is a unique adventure game which can be
played by several at once - thanks to the miracle
of modems and the wonderful people at British

Telecom, who a.Isa back Firebird Software.
The game was created by Roy Trubshaw and
Richard Bartle and ran on the Essex University's
Dec 10 mainframe. The game soon gained cult status
and a huge following .
Now BT have decided to let us mere mortals In on
the game and have made it available to everyone
with the right hardware/ modem set up.

mapf!fmud

Unlike norma.l adventures where you sit and pla,y
the computer M.U.D. allows you to enter a
mysterious world packed with rea.1-llfe characterR
who are as unpredictable and frustrating as real
people - which Is probably because they are real
people!
Here for the FffiST time anywhere we proudly
present a map of the land of M .U.D. This Is where
you'll find yourself If you decide to tune Into BT's
mega-adventure?
WhY not check out the Great M.U.D. Challenge C&VG's search for a M .U.D. champion!

JET SET
WILLY II
illy hos just returned from hospital and is bock in
the sequel to the all time smash Jet Set Willy.
Now he hos to face the final frontier! Mario, his
ever-nagging housekeeper is on poor Willy's bock again
and is demanding that he clear up the mess mode by the
builders who hove just finished altering his mansion.
Who were the builders? Apparently not what they
seemed. They hod green skinl These alien builders added
many more rooms to the mansion, but they also added
a Rocket Room, allowing Willy access to a Space Station
and an a lien planet. However, even in these distant places,
W illy cannot escape maria and she is forcing him to clear
them up as well!
The ploying area is divided Into three main sections. The
Mansion, The Space Station and The Planet. On my lost
count there were 135 rooms altogether which is more than
twice as many as Jet Set Willy. To complete the game,
Willy must collect all the objects which hove been scattered
around.
Starting with the mansion , most of the original rooms
remain although some have been altered or hove different
creatures or objects. Others hove just hod their names
changed. For instance, Dr Jones Wiii N-er Bell-• This
is now Even I Don't Bell-• This and Bock Door is now
N - Bock Door.
However many new rooms hove been added to the
mansion itself and some of these hove been laid out in
a rather strange manner. Walking down the toilet in
Bathroom (With Purple Both) (27) will toke Willy to
Now You're In It (92).
Below this is To Thy Grave (94) and to the left of it is
a root to Entrance To Hades (BB). It is now possible to
\NOlk on the "letters"' in this room, but it doesn't seem to
be much usel To the left of To Thy Grave is a root to
Drinking Yater? (95) but again there is no apparent use
for this room.
Now down to some of the new rooms which hove been
added underneath the mansion . Falling down from Down
T' Pit (87) will toke you to The Time Loop (Bye) (89).
The only way out of here is to foll down the Well , which
tokes up three rooms (90, 91 & 93), and land in Drinking
Yater? in which case Willy will lose all his lives anyway,

W

so there's not much point in going dOtNn there unless )")u're

exploring.
Another room which hos been added beneath the
mansion, called The Crypt (68) hos on exit to Decapltare
(69) on the left. This exit is blocked by a monk. However,
up al the top of this room Is a little switch (remember these
from Jet Set Wiiiy? which will toke the monk away from
the exit when touched by Willy. But remember, Willy
cannot toke the some root bock to the main port of the
mansion .
To go bock it is necessary lo go through Under The
Drive (84) and up through the manhole to The Drive (72).
Next to the Forgotten Abbey (62) is Trip Switch (63).

Another switch at the top left corner of this room changes
the name of.the room to Trip Switch On when touched
by Willy.
Now to another port of the mansion. When Willy climbs
up the rope in Cold Store (44) he ends up not in the
Swimming Pool (31) as would be expected but in The
S-er (Main Entrance) (100).
From here he con explore seven new rooms, obviously
built as a new sanitary system for the mansion. To return
to the mansion again Willy must foll from the Outlet (97)
from where he will land on The Beach (59).
One other room in the mansion needs o mention . That
is Without A Limb (39) and is accessed by jumpi ng from
the left of Out On A Limb (40). This room is not unlike
Entrance To Hades (BB) as just enough time is given to
read the short but "to the point" message before Willy loses
the remainder of his lives in the rooms below.
Now I suppose you 've been wondering how to get to
the space Station . Well , as a matter of fact, this couldn't
be simpler. First of all, make your way lo the Watch Tower
(2) at the top of the mansion. Climb on lop of this room
and jump up. Willy will now find himself in the Rocket
Room (1).
By the way, from here on, Willy's figure is enclosed in
a space suit. When the objects at the top of this room hove
been collected, the rocket wi 11 toke off, tronsporti ng Wi I ly
to the space station where he will materialise in Docking
Boy (122). Willy is now free lo exp lore 23 rooms in the
station and of course, to collect any of th e objects which
ore there.

•

If he wonts lo leave the Space Station area, he must
make his way to Beam M e Down Spotty (107). There
ore five platforms in the centre of this room and Willy hos
a choice of either returning to the mansion or transporting himself to an alien planet.
To return to the mansion he must stand on the top-right
platform. From here he will be beamed down to the
Bathroom (With Purple Both) where he started from
at the beginning of the game. To gel to the planet, Willy
should stand on the top-left platform and he will be transported there, appearing in Teleporter (126). From here
he is free lo explore the planet at will. One particular room
of interest on the planet is The Hole With No Name
(134).
A secret exit to the right of this room will bring Willy
to The Secret Passage (135) and on exiting this Willy will
find himself on the other side of The Hole With No

Name , causing a "wrap oround" effect. S1milor "wrap
around" effeds con be found in other rooms such as Now
You're In It, Loony Jet Set and Entrance To Hades and
ore necessary for getting certain objects.
Once you 've finished gu iding Willy round the planet
area you con return to the Space Station . This is done by
going to Spot Me Down Beamy (133) and stand on the
top-right platform. From here Willy will be transported bock
to Beam Me Down Spotty (107). Don't get these two
rooms confused! Once bock in the Space Station Willy can
return to the mansion in the way described earlier.
To collect all the objects throughout the game will
require much pradice and patience. Patterns and routes
hove to be worked out individually for many of the rooms.
Obviously you'll hove a head start if you ployed Jet Set
Wiiiy but you only hove one extra life to complete all the
new rooms!
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CYLINDER
J
HEMISPHERE Z

Charles Goodwin's medieval maze mystery
Gates Of Dawn wasn't the smash hit it
deserved to be. And if you didn't rush out
and get it, here's what you missed - only
one of the best C64 games this ytar that's
all! Charles suggests that the best way to use
the map is to draw your own 8x8 grid on
a bit of graph paper and use that to trace
your route, using the hints and tips below
to help you along.

Y

ou start, logically enough, in room AO. proceed

Bl, pick up scroll and read it, this slows the
blobs down. Pick up the bottle at the back and
go CO, Cl, Bl, A2, A3. In A3 take the bottle which is
full of oil, pour it out and you get 'well oiled'. This allows
you to slip through the web. Go A4 pick up the hip flask
and jar and proceed into AS. You have to pay a toll to
go any further - give up the jar. Proceed A6, A 7, B 7,
B6, pick up the mushroom, go BS pick up crystal, B4,
B3, B2 go out the door and come in again so if you're
killed you face the right way. Pick up the ruby. Proceed
Bl, Cl, CO, DO, EO, FO, GO, HI drop a crystal in the water
and it freezes over. H2. If you back straight out of this
room you miss it altogether. Same applies to H3, Go H4,
GS, G4, G3. Offer the roll gate a crystal. Go G2, GI, Fl,
El, DI, 02, CZ, C3, C4, CS, C6, C7. Pick up the flashing
jewels you need these to get through. Come back tluough
C6, CS. Here is a good place to eat your mushroom. This'

will make various invisible creatures visible. However,
everything else now looks like a mushroom too for a
while. Proceed C4, CJ, collecting the flashing jewels/
mushrooms. Go back through C4, CS, C6, C7. Then 07,
06, E6, ES, E4. Hopefully you have with you a second
mushroom. Eat it and you'll shrink. You can now get
under the block. Go through into FJ, F4. Catching the
roving mushroom reveals a hidden door which takes you
into FS. There's another block in your way, under which
is a jewel and a sword. Push the jewel out from under
the block and it'll kill you off, but you have to do it
because you need the sword and that's the only way to
get it. Return F4, F3, EJ, E2. Walk into the shimmering
lights and they'll tum into apples - these will restore your
strength. Proceed El, 01. You should have a burning
sword with you - use it on the block of ice. You gee
another sword, a different one which you'll need later.
Swords are important from now on so collect them. Go
02, CZ, CJ, C4, CS, C6, C7, 07, E7, F7. Use the gem·
stone as a barrier. G7. In G6 catch the falling star. Into
H6 you're nearly there but you're going to get attacked
by four different nasties, and you'll need different swords
for each of them. And finally H7. You'll have to find out
what amazing experience you're in store for on your own.

NODES OF YESOD
It's easier playing from the keyboard as some jumps
require almost pixel accuracy. In general don't stand
around - use the pause facility frequently. There are
3 main types of opponents in the game:• Monsters you can destroy : These are the spring
monsters, bugs, crystal clouds and whirwinds. Use the
mole to destroy them as this does not drain your energy.
• lndestructable Monsters: These are horned demons,
rock monsters, repulsor plants, fish , worms, liver-birds
and cockroaches. If contacted these will bounce you all
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over the screen draining large amounts of energy. They
are unaffected by the mole. Avoidance is ones best bet,
using the plynths and platforms where possible.
Fortunately, they travel in fixed paths, so with a litlle care
and timing mast can be ovoided .
• Alien Spacemen : Ones only defense is to leave the
screen (they don't follow) or place a gravity stick . Once
played you can contact them and destroy them without
losing an alchiem .
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Here's a mega map from the very talented Gary J. Saul from Sheffield. Gary
used up lOO's of felt tip pens and much patience to get this map of the game
with the name that sounds like you've got a very bad cold when you say it
The Nodes of Yesod. He also came up with the tips too...
GRAVITY STICKS
Aquired with extra lives. They will negate all killable
monsters but should be saved for the Alien Spacemen .
They are picked -up automatically upon leaving the
screen .
MOLE MODE
Once the mole starts to eat into a wall you ore powerless
to recall it, no matter what emergency. Therefore before
activating the mole try to 'hide' Charl ie in the lee of the
plynth , or under some low rock - these will tend !O
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deflect many of the monsters homing in on you .
FALSE FLOORS
The edge of the false areas can be found as the mole
is able to sink into them .
UPDRAUGHT CHUTE
In here you are able to doll through many screens safely.
Also you can rise back up the chute simply by jumping
when stood at the bottom . However, beware as you will
gravitate to whichever wall you happen to be lacing . If
this doesn't contain the mole hole through which you
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entered you will reach the roof and then plummet rapidly
to loose a life.

hat else could the 23rd Century be? What else would
you want?
Whether you're saving your pennies on simple video
and computer games, or emptying your bank account on the
latest ultra-classic Total Sensory Immersion experiences, we've
got the output to keep up your input. And it won't run out. At
the time of its latest updating, our current catalogue would take
an expert games-person eight hundred years to work through.
IDEAS Corporation has the answers. What's your question?
Some of you may not remember the bad old days of thirty
years ago, when we were just a small outfit called the Institute
for the Development and Expansion of Advanced Systems ...
the cut-throat competition between rival companies, the highaddiction games, the price-wars, the scandals. We cleaned up
all that. Some people have called it the greatest business game
ever played, but we knew we'd be winners right from the start.
We had the technology, we had the strategy. We took over all
the other companies.
Now there's just us. And we're the good guys. All our games
are guaranteed to be in the Low to Middle Addiction Range, as
defined by H.M. Government. Incidentally, we run the
Government, as well.
But that's not all. IDEAS CENTRAL has a multitude of consumer·
services designed to cover all eventualities. We're the people
who bring you Programs, Promotions, Information Database,
Games Reviews, Adventure Helpline and Games Helpline.
And if you've got a hang-up with your hardware, we've got
the Bug-Hunters ... Need we say more?
Always one step ahead in the game. Thinking of your future .. .

W

WHY THINK FOR YOURSELF? WE CAN DO IT FOR YOU.

